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Figure 1: Traffic incidents highlighted using the Traffic Origins approach. When an incident occurs, its location is marked by an expanding circle
that reveals traffic conditions in the immediate vicinity.

A BSTRACT

terfaces (GUI)

Traffic incidents such as road accidents and vehicle breakdowns are
a major source of travel uncertainty and delay, but the mechanism
by which they cause heavy traffic is not fully understood. Traffic
management controllers are tasked with routing repair and clean up
crews to clear the incident and often have to do so under time pressure and with imperfect information. To aid their decision making
and help them understand how past incidents affected traffic, we
propose Traffic Origins, a simple method to visualize the impact
road incidents have on congestion. Just before a traffic incident
occurs, we mark the incident location with an expanding circle to
uncover the underlying traffic flow map and when it ends, the circle recedes. This not only directs attention to upcoming events, but
also allows us to observe the impact traffic incidents have on vehicle flow in the immediate vicinity and the cascading effect multiple
incidents can have on a road network. We illustrate this technique
using road incident and traffic flow data from Singapore.

1 I NTRODUCTION
The sheer volume of data associated with traffic incident management makes it hard to isolate the impact that traffic accidents and
vehicle breakdowns have on congestion. Zhang [14] showed that
the effects such incidents have are highly non linear and difficult to
predict largely because multiple incidents often occur sequentially
due to queue backups. This problem is of significant importance to
city traffic management controllers, who are responsible for routing repair and clean up crews in real time to clear the incident and
members of the public, who want to know how such disruptions affect their daily commute. In this paper, we present Traffic Origins
(Figure 1), a simple visualization technique that highlights the effects of traffic incidents on congestion. We apply our methods to
historical incident and traffic data and discuss the advantages and
limitations of our technique. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate
our approach at a data visualization exhibition in Singapore.
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2 R ELATED W ORK
Research interest in traffic congestion and mitigation has surged in
recent years due to the wide availability of data collected by traffic management centers as part of daily operations. These centers
gather detailed records of road conditions and traffic incidents so as
to effectively monitor the real time performance of highways and
arterial roads. Analysts at these centers are particularly interested
in understanding how traffic incidents cause congestion, but lack
the visualization and analysis tools to do so [13].
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Figure 2: Figure showing the sequence of events used to draw attention to road incidents. At time t − 2, the road network remains occluded.
At t − 1, an expanding circle uncovers the underlying congestion free road network. At time interval t the road incident occurs and causes
congestion in its immediate vicinity. The circle remain open until time t + 1 (just after the road incident ends) and closes at t + 2. This allows users
to see the before and after effects of the road incident.

effect these incidents have on network performance. The visualization shows time-varying traffic flow and road incident data simultaneously on an interactive map of Singapore. A 50% opacity mask is
applied uniformly to the entire map to mute the color of major road
segments (red for heavy traffic, green for fast moving traffic) so that
the user’s attention is fixed on the road incidents. Just before a road
incident occurs, an expanding circle at the location of the road incident clears the mask, thereby allowing the user to see how traffic
behaves in the immediate vicinity of the incident. Details of the
incident are visually encoded into the circle. Pink circles indicate
accidents, blue circles show reports of heavy traffic, and orange circles signal vehicle breakdowns. The duration of the incident (an
indication of severity) is proportional to the amount of time the circle stays open. Because the circle remains open until just after the
incident ends, users can compare traffic conditions before and after
the incident occurred.
To allow users to casually explore the Singapore traffic map and
examine incidents in greater detail, users can use a touchpad to
zoom and pan the map to areas of interest. We promote a minimalistic visual style that lets users focus on traffic incidents and
road conditions by using custom map tiles that ignore urban form
while preserving the physical landscape of Singapore. Our map is
implemented using the Unfolding map library for Processing [9].
Finally, we provide an overview of the day’s activity by including a timeline that uses a stacked bar graph to show how the number
and type of incidents varies over time. Stacked bar graphs are well
suited for this task [8] because they visually aggregate the three
incident types (accidents, heavy traffic and breakdowns) by both
color and time. The visualization supports two modes. In exhibition mode, the visualization loops from 12:00 AM to 11:59 PM over
a period of two minutes while in analysis mode, the user can adjust
a slider to replay incidents and rewind or fast forward in time.

2.1 Traffic Incident Prediction and Analysis
Previous work in traffic incident prediction and analysis have emphasized using machine learning techniques to predict the severity
of traffic incidents. Miller [7] developed a practical system for predicting the cost and impact of highway incidents using classification models trained on road sensor data and police reports while [3]
used regression trees to establish an empirical relationship between
traffic accidents, road conditions and environmental factors. Where
traffic incident visualization was the focus as in [10], the goal was
to design visual analytics tools to recognize causal relationships and
trends in traffic incident data, not to visually link specific traffic incidents with subsequent congestion.
2.2 Real Time Traffic Monitoring
Several mobile apps notify end users of service disruptions and visualize traffic conditions in real time. Google [11] was one of the
first companies to aggregate data from several sources such as road
sensors, car and taxi fleets to provide real time transit and traffic
information to users. Average vehicle speed is visualized in simple ways and overlaid on Google Maps. Waze [1] crowd sources
anonymous speed, hazard and road incident information from its
community of 50 million users to provide personalized travel advisory services and location based advertising. Both these commercial services aim to provide real time information to users to
aid trip planning and decision making. In contrast, Traffic Origins
is designed to enable traffic management controllers to combine
historical traffic and road incident data to observe how incident induced traffic congestion propagates throughout the road network.
Unlike the above mentioned apps which provide traffic information
at a specific point in time, our methods promote a visual overview
of event sequences by overlaying time varying road incident and
traffic flow data on a map of the road network. This allows expert users to perform meaningful event sequence analysis, identify
anomalies and gain insight into how congestion arises.

3.1

Visualizing Road Speeds

Road speed information collected by Singapore Land Transport Authority’s (LTA) network of loop detectors is visualized in Traffic
Origins through a simple mapping of color to speed (red for heavy
traffic, green for fast moving traffic) and drawn as individual road
segments on the Singapore road network. One drawback of this
approach is that when animated, the visualization appears jerky because road speeds change quickly due to the start/stop nature of
congestion. To smooth the data, we averaged road speeds at 15
minute intervals. Instead of rendering the color of the road segments directly, we linearly interpolated them so that the transition
between each interval appears smooth.

3 I NTERACTION T ECHNIQUE
Traffic Origins is designed to let expert users (traffic management
controllers in a high stress and challenging work environment) visualize the spatial and temporal aspects of traffic incidents and their
impact on congestion in a visually intuitive and compelling way.
When applied to historical data and used in an after-action review
setting, our visualization must allow them to quickly grasp the effectiveness of actions taken in response to past traffic incidents.
Therefore, we had to make a tradeoff between showing detailed
statistics and analysis for each incident and visualizing the overall
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Figure 3: User interface for the Traffic Origins road speed + traffic incident visualization

3.2

Highlighting Road Incidents

3.4

Traffic Origins was developed in Java using the free and open
source Processing [12] programming language. Designed to run
on a notebook computer with full HD resolution (1920x1080 px),
our visualization runs smoothly at 60 frames per second.

Commercial mapping software typically draws attention to road incidents by placing a marker at the incident’s location. While this is
useful for navigation, it is less useful for analysis because it does not
focus the user’s attention on the impact that these incidents have on
traffic in the immediate vicinity before and after the incident happens.
In Traffic Origins, we use the Focus + Context metaphor described in [4] and [6] to draw attention to traffic incidents. Our
visualization starts with a map of the road network covered by a
translucent dark “fog” at time (t − 2). 15 minutes (t − 1) before a
traffic incident occurs, we draw focus by uncovering the underlying traffic flow map at the incident’s location with a growing circle.
The incident is then displayed in the context of ensuing congestion
by keeping the circle open for the duration of the incident (t). The
circle stays open (t + 1) for another 15 minutes so that users can
observe traffic returning to normal. This approach is illustrated in
Figure 2.
3.3

Implementation

4

C ASE S TUDY

As a proof of concept, we showed our visualization (Figure 3) at
an exhibition of urban mobility in Singapore. This exhibition was
part of the LIVE Singapore project, an interdisciplinary, multi-year
effort to combine and disseminate various urban data sets to provide
citizens visual and tangible access to information on their city [5].
Our goal was to reach out to the academic community, expert users
from the LTA planning and operations department as well as private
citizens to get feedback and informally observe how they interacted
with the visualization.
4.1 Dataset
We used two sources of data: one month (April 2011) of loop detector data for the entire road network (12,500 loop detectors in 1,300
intersections) in Singapore and traffic incident data from the same
period. Each loop detector record gives the number and speed of
cars that pass over each loop detector during a 15-minute time slot
while the traffic incident data contained a record of the type (accident, heavy traffic or breakdown), location (latitude and longitude)
as well as the start and end times of the incident.

Limitations

The chief limitation to our approach is that it highlights correlations between traffic incidents and congestion, even when there is
none. Incident induced congestion is complex and still poorly understood, and in several cases there was no observable congestion
after an incident. This is probably because the severity of congestion depends on several factors (such as weather, traffic conditions,
type of vehicle involved etc) that are not captured by the data, and
it is entirely possible that traffic flow remains smooth despite an incident occurring. By drawing attention to the immediate vicinity of
a traffic incident even if it did not result in congestion, our visualization approach leaves the user to make his own conclusions.

4.2 Design Goals
From a design perspective, our objectives were twofold. Firstly, we
aimed to create an engaging visualization that used an attractive visual language to make traffic and congestion data accessible, enjoyable and easily understood by traffic management controllers, transportation experts and LTA officials. This group would already be
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models as well as a tool to visually display simulation results. We
are actively pursuing both avenues of future work.

very familiar with congestion patterns in Singapore and we wanted
to get feedback and start a dialogue with them in a casual setting
away from the traffic management center, to see if they could gain
new insights through our visualization.
Secondly, we wanted Traffic Origins to be used in a walk-upand-use setting that encourages members of the public to walk over
and casually explore the data. To this end, we designed our visualization to support casual exploration by allowing users to interact
with the data via a touch pad while the Singapore road network is
displayed on a high resolution screen. With the growing popularity
of GPS and map apps, people are used to the idea of mapping traffic
congestion in order to avoid traffic jams and find the fastest route.
However, what they typically see when they open a map app is a
snapshot of traffic at a particular point in time. In contrast, Traffic
Origins lets users get a sense of how congestion builds in response
to specific traffic incidents.
4.3
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Discussion

The notion that attractive visualizations improve understanding and
data interpretation is worth exploring. It has been shown that aesthetically pleasing visualizations are more effective [2], which is
why Traffic Origins emphasizes aesthetics and simplicity, both in
visual form and user experience. Although simple, our visualization method was intuitive enough to be understood by both expert
users and laymen, which, as an unexpected side effect, enabled us
to communicate the difficult and complex daily tasks faced by traffic management controllers to the public. Feedback from participants at the exhibition highlighted the importance of aesthetics in
drawing their attention and encouraging them to explore the visualization further.
On a macro level, Traffic Origins allowed us to observe how traffic incidents vary over the course of a single day. Heavy traffic incidents are predictable clustered around the morning and evening
peak hours, accidents in the early morning and late evening and
vehicle breakdowns are evenly distributed over the work day.
On a micro level, our visualization gave us the opportunity to
observe the visual relationship between traffic incidents and resulting congestion. It was not uncommon to see road segments turn
from green to red and back to green again as road incidents occurred and were subsequently cleared by clean up crews dispatched
by the LTA’s traffic management center. Occasionally, a series of
unrelated traffic incidents in the Central Business District would
cascade and lead to grid lock, particularly during the morning peak
period. Interestingly when accidents and breakdowns happened on
a highway, traffic often slowed down in both directions which suggests that drivers in the opposite lane slowed down to look at the
incident.
5

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

The main contribution of this paper is a visualization technique to
highlight the impact that traffic incidents have on congestion. We
draw attention to a road incident through the use of an expanding
circle that reveals the state of the road network in the immediate
vicinity of the incident, thereby enabling users to see the before
and after effects of the incident. A proof of concept demonstration at a public exhibition showed that our visualization method
was aesthetically pleasing and understandable by both transportation experts and members of the public.
Overall, our work received significant interest all around. Officials from the LTA were interested in using our visualization to
highlight the efficiency of their clean up crews (most incidents were
cleared within 20 minutes or less) and in the longer term, better respond to traffic incidents and design a more robust and fault tolerant
road network. Researchers were keen to use our methods to quantify the impact of traffic accidents for use in data driven simulation
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